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Abstract12

Clays are ubiquitously located in the Earth’s near surface and have a high impact on the13

subsurface permeability. Most geo-electrical characterizations of clays do not take into14

account the heterogeneous nature of clay geological media. We want to better understand15

the influence of heterogeneities on the geo-electrical signature, thus we collected a dataset16

of spectral induced polarization (SIP) of artificial heterogeneous non-consolidated clay17

samples. The samples are made of illite and red montmorillonite in a parallel and per-18

pendicular disposition (with respect to the applied electric field). Another sample is a19

homogeneous mixture composed of the same volumetric fraction of illite and red mont-20

morillonite. For all the samples, the polarization is dominated by the red montmorillonite,21

given by the shape of the spectra (presence or lack of a peak at a particular frequency).22

We compared the experimental data with classical mixing laws and complex conductance23

network models to test how to better predict the SIP signature of such mixtures when24

the SIP spectra of the two components are known. The real conductivity is better pre-25

dicted by the mixing laws, but the shape of the spectra (presence of polarization peaks26

at particular frequencies) is best predicted by the conductance network models. This study27

is a step forward towards a better characterization of heterogeneous clay systems using28

SIP.29

1 Introduction30

Clayey material exists in a variety of geologic formations and at various scales, from31

cap rocks to clay lenses or clay fractions in soils. Most laboratory geo-electrical charac-32

terizations of clays are done for a homogeneous mixture of clays, a mixture of sand and33

clays, or a clayrock sample from a particular geological formation (e.g., Cosenza et al.,34

2008; Ghorbani et al., 2009; Jougnot et al., 2010; Breede et al., 2012; Okay et al., 2014).35

However, most clay systems are heterogeneous and/or anisotropic (e.g., Wenk et al., 2008;36

Revil et al., 2013; Woodruff et al., 2014; Al-Hazaimay et al., 2016), thus these labora-37

tory characterizations can fall short to predict the electrical signature of a heterogeneous38

and/or anisotropic clay system. There is a lack of geo-electrical laboratory experiments39

that better represent the complexity of clay systems. Additionally, there is a need to bridge40

the knowledge gaps between scales (clay sample to clay system). Moreover, there is a41

lack in our understanding of the electrical conduction and polarization phenomena at42
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the mesoscopic scale, that is a scale larger than the typical pore size but smaller than43

the volume investigated by geophysical measurements (see Jougnot, 2020).44

Physical properties of mixtures (hydraulic, electrical, elastic, among others) can be pre-45

dicted with the use of mixing laws, such as Voigt (1910), Reuss (1929), and the self-consistent46

approach (Hashin, 1968). Mixing laws make use of a volumetric weighted average of the47

electrical properties of the individual components, without taking into account partic-48

ular geometries. According to Knight & Endres (2005), simple approaches as these are49

able to properly predict the resulting electrical property from a sample with the elec-50

trical field in a parallel or perpendicular orientation with respect to its layering. Mix-51

ing models are a traditional, yet still effective approach used in geophysics (e.g., Berry-52

man, 1995; Renard & de Marsily, 1997; Jougnot et al., 2018).53

Another approach to bridge the scales in the geosciences is through pore network mod-54

eling (e.g., Bernabe, 1995; Day-Lewis et al., 2017; Jougnot et al., 2019). This approach55

when adapted to the electrical properties of media leads to impedance or conductance56

networks (e.g., Madden, 1976; Stebner et al., 2017). Maineult et al. (2018b), have related57

the pore properties (like pore radius) to electrical properties through phenomenological58

models, like a Pelton model (Pelton et al., 1978). In this study, we use the measured spec-59

tra for individual clays (see Mendieta et al., 2021) as input of each impedance of the net-60

work.61

In Mendieta et al. (2021), five types of clays were studied at different salinities. Here,62

we use two of those types of clays, illite and red montmorillonite. In this work, we built63

synthetic samples in parallel (longitudinal disposition), series (transversal disposition),64

and homogeneous mixture configurations of both types of clays. We used complex con-65

ductance network modeling and mixing laws to predict the complex electrical conduc-66

tivity response of the red montmorillonite and illite (initially at 0.01 M of NaCl) (see Mendi-67

eta et al., 2021). In this study, we consider extreme bounds of mixtures (Voigt and Reuss68

models) and heterogeneities, taking a step forward towards a better characterization of69

complex clay systems in situ.70

To our knowledge, this use of mixing laws to describe the complex conductivity (real and71

imaginary parts) of clay mixtures from their pure components is novel. Indeed, tradi-72

tionally, these formulas are used for the magnitude of the electrical conductivity only (e.g.,73
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Berryman, 1995). Similarly, the use of complex conductance networks to predict the elec-74

trical signature of laboratory measurements, particularly at this scale is novel.75

2 Theory76

2.1 Spectral Induced Polarization77

SIP is a geophysical method that consists in injecting a sinusoidal-shaped electri-78

cal current into a rock sample and measuring the resulting electric potential difference79

and the phase-lag between the injected current and the potential difference, at different80

finite frequencies (mHz-kHz). The voltage-to-current ratio yields information about the81

electrical impedance of the rock sample, while the phase-lag (ϕ, in rad) informs about82

the capacity of the rock sample to reversibly store electrical charges (e.g., Revil, 2012).83

With the proper geometrical factor, we can obtain the electrical resistivity (ρ, in Ω m)84

or its inverse, the conductivity (σ, in S m−1) of the sample. Generally, the complex elec-85

trical conductivity (σ∗(ω), or the complex resistivity ρ∗(ω)) is frequency dependent and86

can be presented as:87

1

ρ∗(ω)
= σ∗(ω) = |σ|eiϕ = σ′ + iσ′′, (1)

where ω is the angular frequency (rad s−1), i =
√
−1 represents the imaginary unit,88

|σ| is the amplitude of the measured signature (S m−1), σ′ (S m−1) is the real compo-89

nent of the electrical conductivity, and σ′′ (S m−1) is the imaginary component. The re-90

lation between ω and the frequency (f , Hz) is ω = 2πf .91

In the frequency range from the mHz to the kHz there is thought to be three polariza-92

tion mechanisms (see Kemna et al., 2012; Loewer et al., 2017) giving rise to the mea-93

sured polarization: the membrane polarization mechanism, the electrical double layer94

(EDL) mechanism, and the Maxwell-Wagner polarization mechanism. The membrane95

polarization mechanism happens at the lowest frequencies (mHz range) and arises from96

blockage of ions in pore throats (see Bücker & Hördt, 2013a,b). The EDL polarizes in97

the mid-frequency range (in the Hz range) due to the polarization of the Stern and dif-98

fuse layers around minerals surrounded by an electrolyte (see Leroy et al., 2017; Bücker99

et al., 2019). Finally, at the highest frequencies (kHz range) the Maxwell-Wagner po-100
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larization mechanism takes place at the interfaces of different phases in direct contact101

with each other (see Loewer et al., 2017).102

2.2 Mixing laws103

There are multiple ways to calculate the electrical signature of heterogeneous or104

homogeneous mixtures. Commonly used mixing laws in geophysics (for electric, elastic,105

magnetic, among many other physical properties) are the Voigt (1910), Reuss (1929),106

and self-consistent approach (Hashin, 1968) to mixtures (see Renard & de Marsily, 1997,107

for a review on permeability), the volume averaging approach (Pride, 1994; Revil et al.,108

2007), and the differential effective medium theory (e.g., de Lima & Sharma, 1992; Cosenza109

et al., 2008). With the differential medium theory, the effect of inclusions with their own110

electrical properties is added to a background with different electrical properties. The111

geometry of the whole mixture is modified by adding the inclusions iteratively, until a112

geometrical requirement is met, thus calculating the electrical property of the whole mix-113

ture. For the volume-averaging approach, the governing and constitutive equations of114

interest (e.g. Maxwell laws for electrical properties) are averaged in a representative el-115

ementary volume. Mixing laws are a simple, yet effective approach to calculate the re-116

sulting electrical properties from a volumetric weighted average of the individual com-117

ponents. We decided to use mixing laws due to their simplicity, yet effectiveness.118

Here, we focus on the Voigt, Reuss, and self-consistent theory. For a mixture made of119

two materials, the resulting electrical signature will be bound (minimum and maximum)120

by the electrical signature of the individual materials. When the mixture is disposed in121

parallel (i.e., considering an analogous electrical circuit), we can use the Voigt (1910) ap-122

proach to calculate the resulting electrical signature, that is:123

σ∗V = cσ∗1 + (1− c)σ∗2 , (2)

where, σ∗V represents the complex electrical conductivity of the mixture disposed par-124

allel to the applied electrical field, σ∗1 represents the complex electrical conductivity of125

the first material, and σ∗2 of the second material, and c is the volumetric proportion of126

material 1 with respect of the whole volume of the mixture. For a series disposition (per-127

pendicular to the applied electrical field), we use the Reuss (1929) approach, that is:128
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σ∗R =

(
c

σ∗1
+

1− c
σ∗2

)−1
, (3)

where σ∗R is the complex electrical conductivity of the mixture disposed in series. Finally,129

when there is a homogeneous mixture of two materials, we can use the self-consistent130

(Hashin, 1968) approach, that is:131

σ∗SC = σ∗2 +
3cσ∗2

3σ∗2 + (1− c)(σ∗1 − σ∗2)
(σ∗1 − σ∗2) (4)

where σ∗SC is the complex electrical conductivity of the homogeneous mixture of two ma-132

terials. In our case c = 0.5 for all mixtures, that is for equations 2, 3, and 4. Note that133

when c = 0.5, equation 2 becomes a simple arithmetic mean, and equation 3 becomes134

a harmonic mean. These expressions have previously been used for the amplitude of the135

electrical conductivity (e.g., Berryman, 1995), not for the entire complex conductivity136

(that is the real and imaginary part) in SIP laboratory measurements. It is worth men-137

tioning that Kenkel et al. (2012) created a forward model for anisotropic media using138

mixing laws with complex conductivity to better understand field measurements of anisotropic139

media.140

2.3 Complex conductance network modeling141

To simulate the SIP signature of the clay mixtures, we additionally used complex142

conductance networks (see for instance Maineult et al., 2017; Maineult, 2018a; Maineult143

et al., 2018b, 2021). We designed a network on a regular 2D mesh (see the example given144

in Fig. 1). Each link of the network consists of a given complex conductance. By apply-145

ing Kirchhoff’s law (1845), we obtain a linear equation expressing the current continu-146

ity at each node of the network. Replacing the current in a given link by the product147

of the complex conductance of this link and the electrical potential difference between148

the two nodes delimiting this link, and applying the boundary conditions (i.e., the po-149

tential is equal to V0e
iωt, with V0 = 1V at the bottom and 0 at top, with no flux on150

the lateral faces, see Fig. 1), we can obtain a linear system that is solved for each an-151

gular frequency ω in order to get the potentials at the nodes. For more detail see Maineult152

et al., 2017, section 2.2. We impose a potential value at the top and bottom boundaries153

and deduce a flux. It is then straightforward to deduce the ratio of the potential differ-154

ence applied between the two end faces to the computed total inflowing/outflowing cur-155
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rent, as well as the phase-shift between these two quantities (please note that the full156

derivation for a square mesh can be found in Maineult et al., 2017, corrected by Maineult,157

2018a). In the case of an illite and red montmorillonite mixture, we use the impedance158

spectra reported in Mendieta et al. (2021) for illite and red montmorillonite at 0.01 M159

NaCl (presented in Fig. 3). Please note that this type of modeling can be done for dif-160

ferent types of connectivity (e.g., triangular, rectangular, or hexagonal mesh).161
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Figure 1. 50x50 triangular complex conductance network simulating a random homogeneous

mixture of illite and red montmorillonite. The green links correspond to illite, the red ones to red

montmorillonite.

3 Materials and Methods162

3.1 Materials163

The SIP responses of four (red and green montmorillonite, illite and kaolinite) types164

of clays have been characterized individually at different salinities in Mendieta et al. (2021).165

Based on their results, we used two clay types with a completely different behaviour (with166

respect to their electrical signature): illite and red montmorillonite. We also decided to167

use an initial salinity that would show a significant difference between both clay types.168
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An excessively high salinity would have created extremely conductive clay samples, yield-169

ing SIP data with high noise, and an excessively low salinity sample would have created170

important non-equilibrium in the pore-water chemistry (possible ion release from the in-171

terlayer space of clay tactoids as discussed in Mendieta et al., 2021). Thus we decided172

to use an initial salinity of 10−2 M of NaCl. As described in Mendieta et al. (2021), the173

clay samples follow an evaporation period, thus the salinity of the SIP measured clay sam-174

ple is in the same order of magnitude as the initial salinity but not exactly the same.175

A detailed description and analysis of the clays used in this study, with a detailed ex-176

planation of the laboratory protocol is presented in Mendieta et al. (2021). We will how-177

ever, briefly describe the used materials and laboratory protocol.178

In the present study we used two types of non-pure clays, a red montmorillonite and an179

illite. A chemical analysis of the clay samples shows that the red montmorillonite sam-180

ple is made of: 66% smectite, 11% quartz, 18% microcline, 3% albite, and 1% magnetite.181

The illite sample is made of: 67% illite, 10% kaolinite, 10% microcline, and 12% calcite.182

The measured cationic exchange capacity (CEC) values are 135 meq/100 g for the red183

montmorillonite sample, and 47 meq/100 g for the illite sample. Finally, the measured184

specific surface area through the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method is 71.09 m2/g185

for the red montmorillonite sample, and 101.60 m2/g for the illite sample. It is worth186

noting that the use of the BET method has proven to not be optimal for smectites, as187

the BET method is unable to probe the interlayer space. Specific surface area values pro-188

posed in the literature for smectites are in the range of 390-780 m2/g (see Tournassat189

et al., 2013).190

3.2 Laboratory protocol191

In this study we prepared three heterogeneous mixtures, and one homogeneous mix-192

ture of red montmorillonite and illite. For the heterogeneous mixtures, we located the193

individual clay types in two different arrangements: a transversal (Fig. 2b, or series ar-194

rangement) and longitudinal arrangements (Figs 2c and d, or parallel arrangements). We195

aimed at creating a 50-50% volume ratio, for each type of clay. For the creation of the196

heterogeneous mixtures, we created individual clay samples of illite and red montmoril-197

lonite, following the protocol proposed by Mendieta et al. (2021) (see their subsection198

3.2). For the homogeneous mixture (Fig. 2a), there are extra previous steps in the lab-199
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oratory protocol. This laboratory protocol consists in: a combination of clay powder and200

the aqueous solution, a period of at least 24 h for saturation and equilibrium of the mix-201

ture, mixing of the sample with an electric drill, disposition of the clay sample on top202

of a polyurethane foam until the correct water content is achieved through evaporation,203

the placement of the clay sample inside the sample holder for the SIP measurements, and204

finally the drying of the clay sample. For the homogeneous mixture, the extra previous205

steps are: mixing the dry clay powders of illite and montmorillonite with an electrical206

drill. Using the same mass proportions as in the 50-50% volumetric heterogeneous mix-207

tures.208

For the SIP measurements, all clay samples are placed in a cylindrical sample holder,209

the injecting electrodes are located on the sides of the cylinder, and the measuring elec-210

trodes are located on top of the cylinder casing (Fig. 2e). This is why we measured the211

SIP signature of two longitudinal heterogeneous mixtures, once the upper half (in con-212

tact with the measuring electrodes) was filled with illite (Fig. 2c), and once with red mont-213

morillonite (Fig. 2d).214

3.3 SIP measurement215

We used the SIP-FUCHS III equipment (Radic Research, www.radic-research.de)216

for the SIP measurements. See Fig. 2(e) for a sketch of the SIP measuring setup. We217

utilized Cu-CuSO4 non-polarizable electrodes as electric potential measuring electrodes.218

Indeed, in order to build the non-polarizable electrodes, we followed the procedure pre-219

sented in Kremer et al. (2016), that is we filled a plastic tube with a gelified CuSO4 so-220

lution. The dimensions of the electrodes are 5 mm diameter and around 10 cm in height.221

The bottom of the electrodes is plugged by a ceramic porous filter, and on the top by222

a rubber plug with an inserted copper wire. For the injecting electrodes we used two stain-223

less steel cylinders that also served as covers of the sample holder. We made use of a four-224

electrode system for the SIP measurements, as according to Kemna et al. (2012) using225

a two-electrode system introduces unacceptably large errors in the measurement in our226

frequency range of interest. As presented in Fig. 2(e) the length of the sample holder227

is of 229.32 mm with a diameter of 43.20 mm. The electrodes are equally separated; we228

chose this configuration based on the recommendations presented in Zimmermann et al.229

(2008). We measured the SIP signature from 1 mHz to 20 kHz twice, separated by around230
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Figure 2. Different clay samples prepared in the laboratory. a) A homogeneous mixture

of illite and red montmorillonite, b) heterogeneous-transversal mixture of illite and red mont-

morillonite, c) longitudinal mixture with illite on the side of the measuring electrodes, and d)

longitudinal mixture with red montmorillonite on the side of the measuring electrodes. Note

that these pictures correspond to the clay samples after taking them out of the sample holder.

e) Sketch of the clay sample holder and external structure (grey lines), where C1 and C2 are the

injecting electrodes, P1 and P2 are the potential electrodes. Note that this is merely a sketch of

the SIP measurement setup and is not at a 1:1 scale.

24h. The SIP data we present in this work correspond to the second measurement, as231

the system is mostly equilibrated and the signature is then more stable.232

3.4 Complex conductance network models233

The principles of the complex conductance network models are explained in sec-234

tion 2.3. Fig. 1 represents a homogeneous mix of illite and red montmorillonite with a235

triangular mesh. Additionally, we modeled a complex conductance network where the236

top half was solely illite and the bottom solely red montmorillonite. We also modeled237
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a complex conductance network with the right half corresponding to illite, and the left238

half corresponding to red montmorillonite. It is worth mentioning that the order of the239

location (which clay is located in which half) is irrelevant, as in this model there are no240

point measurements for the electric potential (opposite to laboratory measurements). For241

instance, locating the illite on the top or bottom will not alter the results, as the con-242

ductance network will yield the resulting electric potential difference of the system as243

a whole. Note that we performed the calculations for a triangular mesh (as shown in Fig. 1),244

but also for a rectangular and hexagonal mesh. The results of the rectangular and hexag-245

onal meshes are presented in the supplementary information file. Overall, the triangu-246

lar mesh proves to be the best option because it has the highest connectivity among the247

rectangular, hexagonal, and triangular meshes. The triangular mesh (highest connectiv-248

ity) presents the best fit between data and models, this can be interpreted as our sam-249

ple (non-consolidated clays) having high connectivity themselves (see supplementary in-250

formation, Fig. S3). Additionally, the meshes used in this contribution had a 50× 50251

size. Please note that after some tests it appears that the mesh size of 50 × 50 is suf-252

ficient to converge to a unique response. For additional information, see Maineult et al.253

(2017), and supplementary information (Fig. S4).254

4 Results255

4.1 Complex conductivity measurements256

The results of the SIP measurements of the homogeneous and heterogeneous mix-257

tures are presented in Fig. 3. Note that the datasets of the individual clay types, illite258

and red montmorillonite, have been added for reference, these data were taken from Mendi-259

eta et al. (2021). From the results we can see that all mixtures of illite and red mont-260

morillonite fall in between the data points of illite and red montmorillonite, which is ex-261

pected. Here, we measured the SIP signature of a homogeneous mixture of illite and red262

montmorillonite, and three heterogeneous mixtures placed in a longitudinal (parallel)263

and transversal (series) manner. For the longitudinal set-ups, we conducted two mea-264

surements, one locating the illite on the top portion of the sample holder (near the mea-265

suring electrodes, see Fig. 2c) and the second with the red montmorillonite on top (see266

Fig. 2d). We can see that these longitudinal measurements do not match perfectly, and267

that makes sense; we do not have the same sensitivity immediately at 1 or 2 cm below268

the measuring electrodes. However, we see that the longitudinal mixture with the illite269
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on the top portion of the sample holder, is not identical to the measurement of solely270

illite, that means that the longitudinal mixture with the illite on top is still affected by271

the red montmorillonite below. If we take a look at Fig. 3, we verify that the transver-272

sal mixture is in fact closer in both value and shape to the individual illite than the lon-273

gitudinal mixture with illite on the top. By shape, we refer to the presence or lack thereof274

a peak in the phase or imaginary conductivity near 10 Hz. This also proves that the red275

montmorillonite in the longitudinal mixture with illite on the top affects the SIP signa-276

ture (i.e. the SIP measurement is sensitive to the red montmorillonite on the bottom of277

the sample holder).278

The bounds of the electrical in-phase conductivities of the mixtures are the electrical con-279

ductivities of both illite and red montmorillonite (see Fig. 3). The electrical conductiv-280

ities at 1.46 Hz of the red montmorillonite and illite are 0.39 S m−1 and 0.16 S m−1, re-281

spectively. The corresponding electrical conductivity values of the mixtures at 1.46 Hz282

are: 0.22 S m−1 (transversal arrangement), 0.24 S m−1 (longitudinal arrangement with283

the illite on the top portion of the sample holder), 0.28 S m−1 (longitudinal arrangement284

with the red montmorillonite on the top portion of the sample holder), and 0.26 S m−1285

(for the homogeneous arrangement). We verify that all mixtures fall between the bounds.286

For the phase, in the lower frequencies (1 mHz to 5.9 Hz) all the spectra resemble. How-287

ever in the higher frequencies (above 5.9 Hz), we can see a clear difference between the288

spectra of each mixture. At 750 Hz, the phase of the illite sample is of 4.7 mrad, and of289

the red montmorillonite is 14.8 mrad. The transversal dataset (black dots) is the one that290

is closer to the value of the phase of the illite and it is 10.8 mrad. The rest of the mix-291

tures are quite closer in value to the red montmorillonite.292

Note that the mixtures and the individual complex conductivity spectra of illite and red293

montmorillonite were collected at different temperatures. The illite SIP data were col-294

lected at a temperature of around 21.9 ◦C, and the montmorillonite SIP data were col-295

lected at around 23.1 ◦C. The heterogeneity SIP dataset was collected at around 18.9296

◦C. We corrected the heterogeneity dataset to a 22.5 ◦C temperature. We used the tem-297

perature correction proposed by Hayley et al. (2007). The maximum percentage change298

between the measured and the temperature corrected conductivity for all datasets is of299

8.8%. It is worth mentioning that we only corrected the conductivity magnitude, because300

to the best of our knowledge there is not a temperature correcting procedure for the phase.301

Although it has been pointed out that temperature influences the complex conductiv-302
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ity of a geo-material (e.g., Zisser et al., 2010; Bairlein et al., 2016; Iravani et al., 2020),303

there is still a need to find a petrophysical law or relation to correct for it (see Kemna304

et al., 2012).305

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3. SIP data, as a) amplitude, b) phase, c) real component and d) imaginary compo-

nents of the complex conductivity. The illite and red montmorillonite clay samples have been

taken from Mendieta et al. (2021). The rest of the datasets here presented are a homogeneous

mixture of illite and red montmorillonite, as well as three heterogeneous mixtures: a transver-

sal mixture (series), and two longitudinal mixtures (parallel), one with illite in contact with the

measuring electrodes (LongIL-UP), and one with red montmorillonite (LongMtR-UP).

4.2 Complex conductance network modeling results306

As mentioned in section 3.4, we modeled the complex conductivity of three differ-307

ent mixtures: a homogeneous mixture, a transversal-heterogeneous mixture, and a longitudinal-308

heterogeneous mixture. Note that for the complex conductance network models we can-309

not obtain a model for illite or red montmorillonite on the side of the measuring elec-310
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trodes, because for complex conductance network models, there is no point measure. In311

the mesh, the side on which each clay is located does not affect the end result of the model.312

For each type of mixture we considered three types of mesh for the numerical modeling313

(with a different connectivity each): a rectangular, a hexagonal, and a triangular mesh.314

In this contribution we will only present the simulations results using the triangular mesh,315

the simulations using other meshes are presented in the supplementary material. In Fig.316

4 we present the SIP data overlaid by the results of the complex conductance network317

models; that is the real and imaginary part of the conductivity (Figs 4a and b, respec-318

tively), and the normalized real and imaginary conductivities (Figs 4c and d, respectively).319

We have normalized the spectra by the conductivity value at 1.46 Hz. We chose the clos-320

est value to 1 Hz, as this is a widely used value in geophysics (e.g., Zanetti et al., 2011).321

Both model and data (Fig. 4) resemble more the red montmorillonite than the illite com-322

plex conductivity spectra, in shape (i.e. lack of a peak in the phase and imaginary con-323

ductivity near 10 Hz). It appears that the red montmorillonite affects more the result-324

ing polarization than the illite in a mixture with equal proportions, whether it is a ho-325

mogeneous mixture or a heterogeneous one. We also notice that the fit is not perfect be-326

tween the prediction of the triangular conductance network model and the data; it is pos-327

sible that the difference is due to 3D effects while the conductance network is in 2D. How-328

ever, for the whole spectra the difference between model and data, for the real conduc-329

tivity remains below 0.01 S m−1. Al-Hazaimay et al. (2016) measure the SIP signature330

of two anisotropic systems and perform a numerical model. They add a correction fac-331

tor to be able to compare 2D anisotropic models to real anisotropic systems measured332

in the laboratory. Due to our measuring setup, we are unable to apply such correction.333

4.3 Comparison with mixing laws334

We additionally modeled the SIP signature of the different mixtures using the mix-335

ing laws proposed by Voigt (1910), Reuss (1929) and Hashin (1968). In Fig. 5, we con-336

front the SIP data versus these models. Note that we present a VoigtIL−UP and a VoigtMtR−UP337

model. We use bulkhead connectors in order to fix the measuring electrodes in the sam-338

ple holder during the SIP measurement. For this reason on the half-cylinder side next339

to the electrodes a small volume corresponding to the nut of the bulkhead connector must340

be subtracted, that is both halves do not have equal volume. The volume used by the341

bulkhead connector is 0.184 cm3. For the case of both volume fractions being equal c =342
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 4. a) Real conductivity measurements and conductance network models, b) imaginary

conductivity measurements overlain by the conductance network models, c) normalized real con-

ductivity of the measurements and conductance network models, and d) normalized imaginary

conductivity of the measurements and conductance network models of the illite and red mont-

morillonite mixtures. LongIL-UP and LongMtR-UP refer to the longitudinal mixtures (parallel),

with illite and red montmorillonite near the potential electrodes, respectively. CCNM-trans, long,

and homog refer to the complex conductance network models using the transversal, longitudinal

and homogeneous arrangements, respectively.

0.5, but when the electrode volume has been removed, we obtain c = 0.5005 (see equa-343

tion 2). Therefore, we used Voigt’s model for an illite in the top half (IL-UP, in contact344

with the potential electrodes), and a model with the red montmorillonite on the top half345

(MtR-UP). In figure 5, we present these models with a different c value as VoigtIL−UP346

and VoigtMtR−UP , both are too close to each other and that it is impossible to discern347

the difference a c value of 0.0005 makes in the model. In general for the mixing laws, we348

see that overall the modeled values are affected by both members of the mixtures, the349

red montmorillonite and illite (see Figs 5a and b). As to the shape of the spectra (lack350
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of a peak near 10 Hz for the imaginary part of the conductivity), if we take a look at Figs351

5c and d, we could interpret that the shape of the curve of both Voigt’s models are more352

affected by the red montmorillonite content, and so are the data. That is, we are not able353

to properly model the dataset with illite in the top half (illite in contact with the po-354

tential electrodes). On the other hand, both Reuss and self-consistent models seem to355

be affected by both the illite and red montmorillonite content, in the shape of their spec-356

tra (closer to presenting a peak near 10 Hz). However, the corresponding datasets do not357

seem to follow the same trend as for the shape of the spectra. It is worth mentioning that358

these measurements contain errors that are inherent to the nature of experimental data.359

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5. a) Real conductivity measurements, b) imaginary conductivity measurements

overlain by the Reuss, Voigt (IL-UP and MtR-UP), and self-consistent models, c) normalized

real conductivity of the measurements, and d) normalized imaginary conductivity of the mea-

surements overlain by the normalized Reuss, Voigt (IL-UP and MtR-UP), and self-consistent

models. LongIL-UP and LongMtR-UP refer to the longitudinal mixtures (parallel), with illite

and red montmorillonite near the potential electrodes, respectively. Reuss and Voigt refer to their

corresponding models, and SC corresponds to the self-consistent model. VoigtIL-UP refers to

a model with illite filling the half with the potential electrodes, and VoigtMtR-UP to the red

montmorillonite filling the half with the potential electrodes; these models are superposed.
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5 Discussion360

In this study we measured the SIP signature of a homogeneous and three hetero-361

geneous mixtures of two types of clays, illite and red montmorillonite. The heterogeneous362

mixtures are arranged in a transversal and longitudinal manner. In addition to the SIP363

measurements, we tested the validity of traditional mixing laws and complex conductance364

network models to predict the resulting electrical signature of heterogeneous and homo-365

geneous mixtures. We compared both modeling approaches to try to understand the ben-366

efits and pitfalls of each approach. Mixing laws constitute a classical approach for this367

kind of problems, at least for the real value component (see for instance Gueguen & Pal-368

ciauskas, 1994). In this section, we discuss the difference between the two types of lon-369

gitudinal measurements. We also interpret the polarization responses of the mixtures,370

as to which clay type is dominant. Additionally, we discuss the content of red montmo-371

rillonite in the mixtures above which the polarization is dominated by the red montmo-372

rillonite. Finally, we compare our data and modeling approaches to other approaches al-373

ready published in the literature.374

To better understand the reason of the difference between both longitudinal measure-375

ments, we created a numerical model (with finite elements) of the electric potential and376

the current density distribution within the samples (heterogeneous longitudinal mixture377

with montmorillonite on top, then illite on top, and finally the transversal mixture, see378

Fig. 6). For this numerical model, we used the COMSOL Multiphysics software to per-379

form the numerical modeling. We created a domain with the dimensions of our sample380

holder, and within the domain and subdomains (top/bottom and side portions) we spec-381

ified an electrical conductivity as to replicate the measurements (see Figs. 2 b, c, and382

d). Within COMSOL, we used the electrical currents interface which uses current con-383

servation as the physical principle. We applied a boundary condition on the electric po-384

tential on the sides of the cylinders (see Fig. 6), and located the potential difference mea-385

surements in the exact same position as where the measuring electrodes are in the lab-386

oratory measurements. We did not use the complex nature of our measurements for this387

model, but it is an interesting idea for future work. We can see that there is a higher cur-388

rent density on the montmorillonite half, for the longitudinal samples (Figs 6a and b).389

This makes sense, as montmorillonite is more conductive (0.39 S m−1 at 1.46 Hz) than390

illite (0.16 S m−1 at 1.46 Hz). For the transversal sample (Fig. 6c), the current density391

seems unchanged from one half to the other. This also makes sense, as all the current392
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lines that pass through the montmorillonite half have to pass through the illite half. The393

fact that there is a higher current density on the montmorillonite half for the longitu-394

dinal arrangements could explain why we see a mismatch in the longitudinal measure-395

ments (Fig. 3), for both amplitude and phase. In the first case (montmorillonite next396

to the measuring electrodes) there is a higher current density on the side of the measur-397

ing electrodes whereas in the second case there is less (illite next to the measuring elec-398

trodes).399

Figure 6. Numerical modeling of the electric potential distribution of heterogeneous clay sam-

ples for: a) longitudinal sample (parallel) with illite on the top portion, b) red montmorillonite

on the top portion and c) a transversal sample (series) with equal volumetric amounts of illite

and red montmorillonite. All models were subjected to an electric potential difference of -5 to 5

V. The arrows are a graphic representation of the current density and their size depends on the

amplitude of the current density.

An interesting result from the SIP measurements (see Fig. 3), is that the real conduc-400

tivity of the mixtures is closer to the signature of the illite than the montmorillonite (in401

amplitude), although the amplitude of the conductivity of the montmorillonite is larger402

than that of the illite (see Fig. S5 from the supplementary information). On the other403
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hand, the shape of the spectra of the mixtures resembles more for both conductivities404

(real and imaginary) the shape of the montmorillonite. That is the lack of a peak near405

10 Hz for the imaginary part and an increase in the real conductivity near 5×102 Hz.406

As to physical explanations of this phenomenon, we could say that perhaps the specific407

surface area of the montmorillonite is more important for montmorillonite than for il-408

lite (from 390 to 780 m2/g according to Tournassat et al., 2013). Thus, we can think that409

simply the component that polarizes the most (red montmorillonite in this case) dom-410

inates the polarization of the mixtures. However, the amplitude of the conductivity will411

be affected by both components of the mixture, closer to the amplitude of the conduc-412

tivity of the illite, but affected by both illite and red montmorillonite nonetheless. We413

would have liked to compare these results to others presented in the literature, however,414

to the best of our knowledge, measurements as the ones presented in this study have not415

been reported.416

We therefore propose that, for these mixture of illite and red montmorillonite, the red417

montmorillonite dominates the polarization. We wanted to test if a percolation thresh-418

old exists, and if so, at which percentage of montmorillonite it lies. That is that mont-419

morillonite dominates polarization as long as a certain amount is present in the mixture.420

To test for this hypothesis, we performed numerical simulations of a homogeneous com-421

plex conductance network with different amounts of illite; from 100% red montmorillonite,422

to 10% illite, then 20%, all the way to 100% illite. The results of this test are presented423

in Fig. 7. It is hard to determine where the inflexion point is, from Fig. 7 we see a smooth424

transition. We cannot determine an inflexion point nor a threshold value. However, we425

can say that in homogeneous mixtures of illite and montmorillonite at varying percent-426

ages, the SIP signature varies smoothly.427

We calculated the difference (∆σ =
√

(σmodel − σdata)2) between the models (both con-428

ductance networks, and Voigt, Reuss, and self consistent models) and the measured SIP429

data (see Fig. 8). We were unable to calculate a difference for the longitudinal datasets430

and the conductance network models, as there is no measuring point in the complex con-431

ductance network models. However, for the Voigt models, we calculated this difference432

between the dataset with the illite next to the potential electrodes, and the model with433

the volume fraction corresponding to that of having the space for the electrodes on its434

half. We did this calculation in the same manner for the red montmorillonite, next to435

the potential electrodes. This calculation determines how good the fit is, so how the val-436
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 7. SIP modeling with complex conductance networks of a homogeneous mixture of

illite and red montmorillonite, varying in illite content (from 0%, to 10%, all the way to 100%):

a) real and b) imaginary part of the conductivity, c) real and d) imaginary normalized by their

respective conductivities at 1.46 Hz.

ues of the models approached the measured data, it does not really portray how well the437

model is able to predict the presence of polarization peaks at a particular frequency. For438

the real part of the conductivity (Fig. 8a), definitely the Reuss, the Voigt with the red439

montmorillonite next to the potential electrodes and the complex conductance network440

of the homogeneous mix fit the data the best. For the imaginary part of the data (Fig.441

8b), at frequencies above 101 Hz, the best fit is overall from the conductance network442

approach and the Voigt model with illite next to the potential electrodes. For lower fre-443

quencies, it is hard to say for the imaginary conductivity. As for the shape of the curves,444

comparing Figs 4c and d, and 5c and d, it seems that the conductance network models445

follow better the trend of the data, that is the presence or not of a peak at a particu-446

lar frequency. Overall, we can say that the use of mixing laws for the complex conduc-447

tivity is valid. Here, we make use of both the real and imaginary parts of the conduc-448

tivity and the predicting capabilities of these approaches with the complex conductiv-449

ity, based on Figs 5 and 8, that show a good fit between data and model. Furthermore,450
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also the use of complex conductance network models for complex conductivity seems valid,451

as seen in Figs 4 and 8, also the fit between data and model are quite good.452

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 8. Comparison between the Reuss, Voigt, and self-consistent (SC) approach to the

conductance network models, with the a) real and b) imaginary part of the electrical conductiv-

ity, c) normalized real and d) imaginary electrical conductivity.

One of the few studies that deal with modeling the electrical signature of anisotropic sam-453

ples using impedance networks was done by Madden (1976). He created different con-454

ductance networks, trying to represent different anisotropic media through pore networks,455

he took a pore size distribution into account and obtained a conductivity distribution456

for different scales of anisotropy in a simulated rock sample. He concludes that a geo-457

metric mean of the components of the mixture is a good predictor of the physical pa-458

rameters of a rock (electrical parameters for the purposes of this study), but this approach459

does not take into account the possible complexity of the inner-connectivity of the pores460

or cracks of the rock sample. This could greatly alter the resulting electrical conductiv-461

ity of a rock sample. This is clearly in agreement with our results, as the Reuss and Voigt462

models with the red montmorillonite next to the potential electrodes models give a bet-463

ter fit to the measured real conductivity than the conductance network models (Fig. 8a).464
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Additionally, mixing laws represent a classical approach for this kind of problems, at least465

for the real value component (Gueguen & Palciauskas, 1994). We also agree that mod-466

els that do not take into account the complex connectivity of a clay sample cannot fully467

represent the complexity of its polarization. Here, we use the definition of anisotropy used468

by Lynn & Michelena (2011), which state that the measured value depends on the di-469

rection of the measurement itself.470

Furthermore, Winchen et al. (2009) modeled the complex conductivity signature of a 2D471

anisotropic system. They suggest that anisotropy affects the electrical signature of such472

systems and thus it should always be taken into account. Al-Hazaimay et al. (2016) used473

the modeling approach of Winchen et al. (2009) and paired it with SIP measurements474

in the laboratory of a synthetic anistropic system. They use a correction factor to be able475

to compare 2D models and 3D SIP measurements. Moreover, Al-Hazaimay et al. (2016)476

mention that electrical anisotropy should always be considered when performing geo-electrical477

measurements as they clearly affect the measured signature in the laboratory. This agrees478

with our observations. The use of both numerical and laboratory experiments prove to479

be useful to better understand the electrical signature of heterogeneous systems in both480

Al-Hazaimay et al. (2016) and our study. This proves that it is important to understand481

the small scale (laboratory scale) to be able to better interpret the field scale using geo-482

electrical measurements. There is still a need to bridge scale gaps from the pore to the483

laboratory scale and from the laboratory scale to the field scale, but we think that this484

study is a good step forward in that direction. Better understanding the resulting elec-485

trical conductivity of a mixture with a simple geometry (layering) in the laboratory will486

help us better understand similar structures in the field.487

In this contribution we have presented a way to model the resulting electrical conduc-488

tivity of a mixture of two clays, red montmorillonite and illite, and compare it to SIP489

measurements of heterogeneous mixtures of clays. However, an interesting next step would490

be the inverse problem. Determining from a given SIP spectrum the types of clays that491

conform the sample, knowing what the individual SIP spectra of the components look492

like. Although this would prove to be a complex task, because as presented in this con-493

tribution, layering and volumetric content, among other elements affect the measured494

SIP signature of a non-consolidated clay laboratory sample.495
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6 Conclusions496

We present a complex conductivity dataset of illite and red montmorillonite mix-497

tures with equal proportions of both clays, in a parallel, perpendicular, and homogeneous498

manner. Our data show that the polarization of all mixtures follows rather the shape499

of red montmorillonite, that is lacks a polarization peak near 10 Hz distinctive of the il-500

lite sample. We interpret this as montmorillonite dominating polarization over illite. We501

model these mixtures through traditional mixing laws and complex conductance networks.502

The mixing laws are better at predicting the amplitude of the conductivity response of503

the mixtures, but the complex conductance models allow to better predict the presence504

or lack of polarization peaks at particular frequencies. Both approaches are valid to pre-505

dict the electrical signature of a mixture of two types of clays. There are differences be-506

tween both model approaches, as mixing laws are simple arithmetic approaches but com-507

plex conductance network models take into account somewhat the connectivity of the508

sample.509

More work needs to be done in order to determine the percolation threshold, that is the510

amount of montmorillonite needed in a mixture for it to dominate the polarization of511

the mixture. Furthermore, this study is an advance in the bridging of the pore and lab-512

oratory scales, as the complex conductance network models have successfully allowed us513

to predict the resulting laboratory electrical measurement from individual pore complex514

conductance properties.515
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